DFIG Fault Ride Through Improvement During VSC Faults
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Abstract
The sensitivity of the doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) to external faults has motivated researchers to investigate the impact of various grid disturbances such as voltage sag and short circuit faults on the fault ride through (FRT) capability of the DFIG. However, no attention has been given to the impact of internal faults within voltage source converters (VSCs) that interface the DFIG with the grid. This paper investigates the impact of various VSC faults on the dynamic performance and the FRT capability of the DFIG. Faults such as fire-through and flashover within the VSC switches are considered in this paper. Moreover, faults across the DC-link capacitor are included in this study as a common problem in the VSCs. The impact of these faults when they occur within the grid side converter (GSC) and rotor side converter (RSC) are investigated. A proper STATCOM controller to mitigate the effects of these faults on the FRT is proposed. The DFIG compliance with numerous and recently released FRT grid codes under these faults with and without the STATCOM are examined and compared. Furthermore, the capability of a proposed controller to bring the voltage profile at the point of common coupling (PCC) to the nominal steady-state level under five possible VSC faults cases is examined. The proposed controller is efficient, simple, and easy to implement.
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INTRODUCTION
Wind energy has become one of the most popular green renewable energy resources worldwide. The total global installed wind generation, during the period 1996 to 2011, was 238.351 GW (Global Wind Statistics, 2011). The use of wind energy is still growing rapidly and it is expected to provide ten percent of the global electricity generation by the year 2020 (Musgrove, 2010). Among variable speed constant-frequency wind turbines, the doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) has been popular in the wind energy conversion systems (WECS) due to its advantages (Van-Tung & Hong-Hee, 2012). DFIG has the advantage of maximum power capture, less mechanical stresses, and less acoustical noise when compared to fixed-speed induction generators (Ackermann, 2005). Compared with the full-converter variable-speed generators, the DFIG is a preferable choice in terms of size, cost, reduced losses and weight associated with the small converter (Petersson & Lundberg, 2002). The voltage source converters (VSCs) that interface with the DFIG and the ac grid are rated at 30% of the generator power capacity for a rotor speed range of ±30% (Zhe, Guerrero, & Blaabjerg, 2009). This makes the DFIG-based wind energy conversion system very sensitive to grid disturbances which may lead to catastrophic failure of the wind turbine and the converter switches if an adequate protection scheme is not installed (Lopez, Sanchis, Roboam, & Marroyo, 2007). The common solution to protect the converter from DFIG
rotor over-current is by connecting a crowbar circuit across the rotor terminals to isolate the converter from the rotor when rotor current exceeds the maximum safety margin. However, the DC-link over-voltage is controlled by a resistive chopper that can dismiss the excess energy (Rahimi & Parniani, 2010).

Statistical surveys indicate that about 38% of power converters failures are due to converter switches while 53% of their failures are attributed to faults within converters control circuits (Sethom & Ghedamsi, 2008). Another study shows that about 60% of failures within VSCs are attributed to open circuit and short circuit faults of the DC-link capacitor (Fuchs, 2003). Furthermore, a recent industry-based survey indicates that converter switches, capacitors and gate control circuits are the most susceptible components in VSC faults (Shaoyong et al., 2011).

Voltage source converters are subject to some common faults such as fire-through, flashover and DC-link faults (Arrillaga, 1998; Arrillaga, Liu, & Watson, 2007; Bin & Sharma, 2008; Bin & Sharma, 2009; K. R. Padiyar, 1990). Although most of the internal VSC transient faults are self-healed, when the cause of these faults is of a transient nature (A. F. Abdou, Abu-Siada, & Pota, 2012a, 2012b; K. R. Padiyar, 1990) they can still have a detrimental impact on the overall performance of the DFIG-based WECS (Abdou, Abu-Siada, & Pota, 2013). Researchers have given attention to the dynamic performance of DFIG-based WECS during various grid disturbances such as load fluctuation, voltage sag and swell and short circuit faults on the grid side (Campos-Gaona, Moreno-Goytia, Anaya-Lara, & Burt, 2010; He, Wang, Ma, Xu, & Han, 2009; Ibrahim, Thanh Hai, Dong-Choon, & Su-Chang, 2011; Rolan, Corcoles, & Pedra, 2011; Sheng, Xinchun, Yong, & Xudong, 2011; Xin, Tao, Yongning, & Weisheng, 2009). There are some studies about the effect of internal VSC faults on the performance of HVDC systems (Abu-Siada & Islam; Darvish, Taalab, & Rahman, 2006; Faried & El-Serafi, 1997; Xing, Tingyu, Zhen, & Renxian, 2011), but attention has not been given to investigate the impact of such faults on the overall performance of the DFIG-based WECS and its compliance to recently developed grid codes. This paper investigates the impact of various VSC faults such as fire-through flashover and DC-link capacitor short circuit faults on the fault ride through (FRT) capability of DFIGs. Under such faults, compliance of the DFIG performance with numerous FRT grid codes is also investigated.

Flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS) based power electronic converters such as static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) is being used extensively in power system applications because of its ability to provide flexible reactive power flow control (A. F. Abdou, Abu-Siada, & Pota, 2011a; K. R. Padiyar & Kulkarni, 1997). STATCOM has the ability to provide reactive power during voltage collapse with rapid response as it has no delay associated with the thyristor firing (A. F. Abdou, Abu-Siada, & Pota, 2011b; Khedezadeh, 2007). In this paper, a STATCOM controller is proposed to mitigate the effect of VSC faults on the overall performance of the DFIG-based WECS and to maintain the compliance of DFIG with various FRT grid codes during these faults.

1. SYSTEM UNDER STUDY

The single machine infinite bus (SMIB) shown in figure 1 is simulated using the EMTDC/PSCAD software to perform the investigation proposed in this paper. As shown in figure 1 the DFIG stator terminals are connected to the grid through a coupling transformer and a short transmission line while the rotor windings are fed through back-to-back IGBT-based voltage source converters with a common DC-link capacitor and chopper to limit the over-voltage of the capacitor. The grid side converter (GSC) and the RSC of the DFIG are controlled by a vector control as detailed in (Pena, Clare, & Asher, 1996; Shuhui & Haskew, 2007) and briefly elaborated below.

**Figure 1**
Single Line Diagram of the System under Study

1.1 GSC PWM Vector Control

The main task for GSC is to control the power exchange between the AC grid and the DC-link to maintain the dc voltage across the capacitor within permissible levels.

In this context, a proper reference level for the d-axis stator current $i_{sdg}$ is created using the voltage error signal across the DC-link capacitor. $i_{sdg}$ is compared with $i_{sdg}$ as shown in figure 2 to create an error signal that is used as an input to a proportional-integral (PI) controller. The level of q-axis reference current is selected to control the reactive power transfer between the GSC and the grid. The grid side controller output is used as an input to the pulse width modulation (PWM) circuit to create appropriate firing pulses for the GSC switches.

Clarke-Park transformation (Ackermann, 2005) is used to convert the stator terminal currents from the d-q reference frame to the α-β reference frame as shown in figure 2 and as given below.

$$ F^{dq} = F^{αβ} e^{jα}$$
$$ F^{dq} = F^{αβ} e^{-jθ}$$

where $F$ represents the voltage, current, or flux vector and the index notation $g$ or $r$ indicate the transformation in the grid side or the rotor side.
Figure 2
GSC Vector Control System

1.2 RSC PWM Vector Control

The RSC controls the generated active power according to the wind speed and the wind turbine characteristics while the reactive power command is set according to the utility requirements. As shown in figure 3, a reference signal $\omega^*_m$ is selected based on the wind turbine characteristics to track the maximum power, and it is compared with the measured rotor speed to create an error signal that is fed to a PI controller to generate the q-axis rotor current $i_{qr}^*$. To achieve unity power factor operation, the reactive power reference $Q_s^*$ is set to zero and is compared with the measured value to create an error signal that is fed to another PI controller to generate the reference rotor d-axis current $i_{dr}^*$. A Clarke-Park transformation is used to convert the d-q quantities to an a-b-c reference frame that is used as input to the RSC PWM circuit to create appropriate firing pulses for the RSC switches.

Figure 4
STATCOM Model

The reactive power exchange between the STATCOM and the AC system is controlled via controlling the VSC firing angle $\alpha$ to maintain the voltage at the point of connection within permissible limits. A phase-locked loop (PLL) is used to provide the phase angle $\theta$ of the point of common coupling (PCC) to assure the synchronization between the AC system and the STATCOM output voltage. Necessary filters are provided in the control scheme to limit the effects of system resonance and other harmonics (Hingorani & Gyugyi, 2000).

The linear operating range of the STATCOM can be extended if a regulation “droop” is allowed (Hingorani & Gyugyi, 2000). Regulation allows the PCC voltage to be slightly below its nominal value at full capacitive compensation and to be slightly higher than the nominal value at full inductive compensation as shown in figure 3.

A compensated signal of the compensated output current $k_iq$ which is being negative for capacitive mode and positive for inductive mode is added to a pre-defined reference $v_{ref}$ to create a modulating voltage reference transformer and the control circuit. The VSC is modeled as a six-pulse PWM GTO converter with a DC-link capacitor. The interaction between the AC system voltage and the voltage at the STATCOM AC terminals controls the reactive power flow. If the system voltage is less than the voltage at the STATCOM terminals, the STATCOM will behave as a capacitor and reactive power will be injected from the STATCOM to the system. On the other hand, if the system voltage is higher than the voltage at the STATCOM terminal, the STATCOM behaves as an inductor and the reactive power will transfer from the system to the STATCOM. Under normal operating conditions, both voltages will be equal and there will be no power exchange between the STATCOM and the AC system.
which is compared to the per unit voltage of the AC system to create an input to the PI controller whose output $\Delta \alpha$ is used along with $\theta$ to create the firing angle $\alpha$.

The regulation slope (droop) is defined as (Hingorani & Gyugyi, 2000),

$$k = \frac{\Delta v_{C_{\text{max}}}^*}{\Delta v_{L_{\text{max}}}^*}$$

(3)

Where $\Delta v_{C_{\text{max}}}^*$ is the maximum under voltage deviation at the PCC of the STATCOM and the AC system that is corresponding to maximum capacitive output current $i_{C_{\text{max}}}^*$, while $\Delta v_{L_{\text{max}}}^*$ is the maximum over-voltage deviation at the same point that is corresponding to maximum inductive output current $i_{L_{\text{max}}}^*$.

The regulation slope will control the modulating voltage signal $v_{ref}^*$ so that its value will be higher or less than the nominal reference level $v_{ref}$ in case of inductive compensating current and capacitive compensating current respectively until the maximum capacitive or inductive compensating output current is reached as shown in figure 5.

![Figure 5: STATCOM V-I Characteristic](image)

Figure 5 shows that if the voltage at the PCC is $V_{PCC}$, the output compensation current is increasing from $i_{C1}$ for a case without droop compensation to $i_{C2}$ when droop compensation is employed. Similarly, if the voltage at the PCC increased than the nominal value ($V_{PCC}^*$), the output compensation current will increase from $i_{L1}$ to $i_{L2}$. The increase in $i_c$ and $i_q$ depends on the selected regulation slope as revealed in (3).

A PI controller is used to generate a proper firing angle to control the STATCOM output reactive power. The PI controller parameters are selected by using the robust optimization method Nelder and Mead (Gole, Filizadeh, & Wilson, 2005; Nelder & Mead, 1965). In this optimization method the parameters can be obtained with significantly reduced computational time and effort in comparison with traditional techniques. Nelder and Mead’s algorithm adjusts the PI parameters ($K_p$, $K_i$) based on how well it minimizes the cumulative objective function ($OF$). In this paper, the objective function is represented as an integral-squared-error ($ISE$) that is widely used in steady-state and dynamic optimization problems.

$$OF = ISE = \int_{t_0}^{t_f} (v_{ref} + i_q k - v_{PCC})^2 dt$$

(4)

To make the parameters selection robust, for any set of trial parameters, several system runs are conducted as shown in figure 6. An $OF(K_i, K_p)$ is determined for the entire aggregate of runs, in which each run in the aggregate corresponds to one operating condition of the network.

![Flowchart for Selecting PI Parameters](image)

**Figure 6: Flowchart for Selecting PI Parameters**

### 3. SIMULATION RESULTS

Some VSC faults are self-clearing if the causes that lead to these faults are of a transient nature (K.R. Padiyar, 1990). However, they can still cause significant disturbances to the wind turbine and converter switches. Some faults may lead to blocking of the converter or even disconnect the wind turbine from the grid to protect them from any possible catastrophic failure. These faults can be caused by various malfunctions in the control and firing equipment (Arrillaga, 1998; Bin & Sharma, 2008).

To study the impact of various VSC faults on the voltage profile of the DFIG-based WECS, the system shown in figure 1 is used, and the crowbar protection circuit is deactivated. In all cases studied, the machine is initialized with a speed of 1.054 pu to pass the initial transients and is switched to the torque control at $t=0.5$s. The STATCOM is connected to the point of common coupling of the WECS and the AC grid (bus-1 in figure 1).

In all cases studied, the voltage profile of the DFIG-based WECS with and without the STATCOM under various sustained VSC faults is examined. The faults are assumed to take place in either GSC or RSC to investigate the impact of fault location on the FRT capability of the DFIG. Time domain waveforms for the PCC reactive power, generator terminal voltage, and the voltage at
the STATCOM converter terminals (Vz in figure 4) are investigated. Furthermore, the compliance of the voltage at the PCC of the WECS and the AC grid with various FRT grid codes such as US, Spain and Germany (Altin et al., 2010; Tsili & Papathanassiou, 2009) with and without the proposed controller are examined and compared.

### 3.1 Fire-Through

Fire-through is the conduction of a switch before its programmed instant of conduction (Arrillaga, 1998; Padiyar, 1990). A sustained fire-through of switch T3 of the RSC and GSC shown in figure 1 is assumed to take place at t = 6s. The impact of this fault on the WECS performance for each fault location is elaborated in the following section.

#### 3.1.1 GSC Fire-Through

Figures 7-10 show the performance of the system under study during a sustained fire-through within the GSC. Figure 7 indicates that during normal operating conditions, the DFIG output reactive power is maintained at zero level to achieve the unity power factor operation as elaborated in section II. Upon fault occurrence at t = 6 s, the DFIG draws about 2.65 pu of reactive power from the grid (figure 7). The proposed controller acts to increase the voltage at the converter terminals during the fault duration as presented in figure 6. As a result, a reactive power support can be immediately provided by the STATCOM, and the reactive power at bus-1 can be regulated and maintained at zero level even though the fault is unremitting (figure 7). Figure 9 shows that the voltage at the generator terminal experiences voltage sag of 45% of its nominal value when the fault occurs at t = 6s. This voltage sag issue can be eliminated and the voltage level can be maintained at its nominal value by regulating the reactive power using STATCOM.

#### 3.1.2 RSC Fire-Through

When fire-through fault is applied to RSC, the DFIG draws about 1.8 pu of reactive power from the grid (figure 11). Figure 12 indicates that the voltage sag level at the generator terminal during the fault (25%) is less than the case of GSC fire-through. This is attributed to the fact that the GSC controller aims to maintain the voltage level across the DC-link capacitor, and hence regulating the voltage level at the PCC. Any fault within the GSC will have detrimental impact on the PCC voltage profile more than that is caused due to RSC faults. As shown in figure 13, the STATCOM controller adjusted the voltage across the converter terminal to allow the reactive power to be injected to the AC system. Without STATCOM, the voltage at the PCC violates the LVRT grid codes of the US and Germany and is on the margin of the lower level of Spain’s grid code (figure12). The voltage recovery, due to the connection of the STATCOM, brings the voltage to a safety level compliant with all studied grid codes (figure 14).
A flashover is assumed to occur in switch T1 of the GSC at t = 6.21s. As a result of this fault, DFIG absorbs 2.6 pu reactive power from the grid during the fault (figure 15) and the generator terminal voltage is reduced to 0.54 pu (figure 16). The voltage at the PCC will violate the LVRT of all studied grid codes (figure 16). By connecting the STATCOM to the system, the proposed controller will adjust the converter output voltage at the instant of fault occurrence (figure 17) to provide the required reactive power support during the fault. As a result, the voltage at the PCC will be maintained within the safety margins of all studied grid codes (figure 18).
3.2.2 RSC Flashover
A sustained flashover fault was simulated on switch T1 of the RSC at $t = 6.31\text{s}$. The impact of this fault on the DFIG voltage profile is shown in figures 17-20.

During the fault, the DFIG absorbed 1.8 pu reactive power from the grid as shown in figure 19 and the DFIG terminal voltage level was reduced to 0.75 pu (figure 20). The voltage at the PCC violated the LVRT level of the US and German grid codes, while it will be on the margin of the lower level of the FRT grid code of Spain (figure 22). The connection of STATCOM brought the reactive power and voltage at the PCC to the nominal levels as can be seen in figure 19 through 20.

3.3 Capacitor Short Circuit
The DC-link capacitor is assumed to experience a sustained short circuit fault. This type of fault is caused due to the converter high frequency applications and circuit design errors (Shaoyong et al., 2011). The fault is assumed to take place across the capacitor at $t = 6\text{s}$. The effect of this fault on the voltage profile of the DFIG is shown in the figures 21-24.

As a result of this fault, the DFIG tended to absorb 2 pu reactive power from the grid (figure 23). The generator terminal voltage was reduced to 0.74 pu (figure 24) and the voltage at the PCC violated the LVRT level of all studied grid codes (figure 26). Again, the effect of the STATCOM controller in bringing these parameters to their normal operation levels is appreciated as revealed in figures 21-24.
In this paper, studies have been performed to investigate the impact of various DFIG voltage source converter faults on FRT capability. Simulation results show that, all studied faults namely fire-through, flashover and DC-link capacitor short circuits will lead to the violation of the LVRT levels of grid codes from the US, Germany and Spain. RSC fire-through and flashover have less impact on the voltage profile at the PCC when compared with the impact of same faults within the GSC. This is attributed to the GSC controller directly regulating the PCC voltage. Hence, any fault within the GSC will significantly affect the voltage at the PCC. If no adequate precautions are taken into account to avoid the detrimental impact of these faults on the DFIG-based WECS, the wind turbine should be disconnected from the grid to avoid any possible catastrophic failures to the turbine.

A STATCOM controller with additional droop loop and the application of a robust optimization method to adaptively tune the PI parameters is proposed to mitigate the effects of the aforementioned faults. The results demonstrate that, the proposed controller is capable of bringing the voltage profile at the PCC to the nominal steady-state level, maintaining the unity power factor operation of the DFIG and, hence, maintaining the connection of the wind turbine to the grid until either the fault is cleared or the protection scheme activated.
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